A competition muzzleloader and the ultimate hunting rifle, the Knight 500 is one serious long-range muzzleloader. At 500 yards, this rifle’s out-of-the-box MOA assures your shot will hit its intended target at an impressive distance. With a Full Plastic Jacket ignition system, the Knight 500 shoots in any condition imaginable. Boasting an impressive 28” handcrafted Green Mountain barrel and a Boyds Custom Stock with an Aluminum Bedding Block that assists in free floating its barrel, this rifle defines accuracy. An adjustable cheek piece on the stock adds to your comfort, enabling a clear, sure shot at the bullseye from any position. Now available in our new line of Li•Fe Nitride finish muzzleloaders.

**Included with every Knight 500:**

- **HARRIS BIPOD**
- **Bullets:** 50 count of 530 GR. Lead Bullets.
- **Scope Rail:** 20 MOA Scope Rail.
- **Range Rod:** .45 cal. Range Rod

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Ignition:** Full Plastic Jacket
- **Caliber:** .45 cal.
- **Twist Rate:** 1:18"
- **Length of Pull:** 13.5"
- **Barrel:** 28” 416 Stainless Steel Green Mountain Bull Barrel, new Li•Fe Nitride finish also available
- **Overall Length:** 46"
- **Weight:** 10 lbs
- **Trigger:** Fully Adjustable Match Grade Trigger
- **Stock:** Boyds Tactical Stock with Custom Aluminum Bedding Block - Adjustable Cheek Piece

**Full Plastic Jacket™ Technology**

The Full Plastic Jacket™ option provides consistent hot ignitions in the most extreme environments. The FPJ™ system is completely weatherproof, providing 100% protection from rain, snow and humidity.

**Timney Trigger**

All Knight Rifles boast the quality precision machining and superior workmanship of Timney Triggers.

**Dynatek® Coating**

DynaTek coating provides superior corrosion protection while maintaining velocity, accuracy and grouping, also reducing the crud ring caused by powder, making cleaning easier. Available on 416 Stainless Steel model only.

**Green Mountain® Barrel**

28” 416 Stainless Steel Barrel handcrafted with American quality, new Li•Fe Nitride finish also available.
- .45 cal. 1:18” Twist Rate

**Boyds’ Custom Stock**

Boyds’ Tactical Stock with Custom Aluminum Bedding Block free floats the barrel, offering accuracy while ensuring comfort with an adjustable cheek piece.

**NEW Li•Fe NITRIDE FINISH**

Knight Rifles’ new line of Li•Fe Nitride finish muzzleloaders offers increased wear resistance, added corrosion resistance, and enhanced hardware strength. For an attractive black color that yields an impressive look, combine Li•Fe Nitride with any stock finish we offer.

- **High Wear Resistance**
- **High Corrosion Resistance**
- **Polishable Deep Black Color**
- **Superior High Alloy**
- **Superior Lubricity**

**Shop Online at**

[www.muzzleloaders.com](http://www.muzzleloaders.com)
Now available in Knight’s new line of Li•Fe Nitride finish muzzleloaders, weighing in at a mere 6 lbs, the Knight Ultra-Lite is one of the lightest muzzleloaders on the market. This rifle embodies the beauty of American manufacturing with its ornate, individually-machined bolts, streamlined loading with its Carbon Core ramrod, and owns perfection with the look and feel of its super light Kevlar stock selection. Along with its Aluminum Bedding Block, the Ultra-Lite sports a 24” contoured Green Mountain barrel that guarantees accuracy. Taking blackpowder hunting to the edge of easy with a style of its own, the Ultra-Lite is one well-designed inline.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**IGNITION:**
209 Bare Primer, Full Plastic Jackets, Musket Cap, #11

**CALIBER:**
.45 cal., .50 cal.

**TWIST RATE:**
.45/1:20”, .50/1:28”

**LENGTH OF PULL:**
13.5”

**BARREL:**
24” 416 Stainless Steel, Contoured Free Floating Barrel with Li•Fe Nitride finish

**OVERALL LENGTH:**
41.75”

**WEIGHT:**
6 lbs

**SIGHTS:**
Available Scoped or with Fiber Optic Sights

**TRIGGER:**
Fully Adjustable Match Grade Trigger

**STOCK:**
Straight, in Olive Green w/Spiderweb, Black w/Spiderweb, or Tan w/Spiderweb

**FULL PLASTIC JACKET™ TECHNOLOGY**
The Full Plastic Jacket™ option provides consistent hot ignitions in the most extreme environments. The FPJ™ system is completely weatherproof, providing 100% protection from rain, snow and humidity.

**TIMNEY TRIGGER**
All Knight Rifles boast the quality precision machining and superior workmanship of Timney Triggers.

**EASTON® CARBON CORE RAMROD**
Aluminum 7075 Full Metal Jacket Shaft with a carbon core made for easier and faster loading. The Easton ramrod is 60% more rigid than other ramrods and comes with an extendable jag for easier cleaning.

**GREEN MOUNTAIN® BARREL**
24” Contoured Free Floating Barrel with Li•Fe Nitride finish, handcrafted with American quality.
• .50 cal. 1:28” Twist Rate
• .45 cal. 1:20” Twist Rate

**SHOP ONLINE AT**
WWW.MUZZLELOADERS.COM

**OLIVE GREEN SPIDERWEB WITH Li•Fe NITRIDE FINISH**

**BLACK SPIDERWEB WITH Li•Fe NITRIDE FINISH**

**TAN SPIDERWEB WITH Li•Fe NITRIDE FINISH**

**ONLY WEIGHS SIX POUNDS**

Knight Rifles’ new line of Li•Fe Nitride finish muzzleloaders offers increased wear resistance, added corrosion resistance, and enhanced hardware strength. For an attractive black color that yields an impressive look, combine Li•Fe Nitride with any stock finish we offer.

• HIGH WEAR RESISTANCE
• HIGH CORROSION RESISTANCE
• POLISHABLE DEEP BLACK COLOR
• SUPERIOR HIGH ALLOY
• SUPERIOR LUBRICITY
Weighing in at a mere 6 lbs, the Knight Ultra-Lite is one of the lightest muzzleloaders on the market. This rifle embodies the beauty of American manufacturing with its ornate, individually-machined bolts, streamlined loading with its Carbon Core ramrod, and owns perfection with the look and feel of its super light Kevlar stock selection. Along with its Aluminum Bedding Block, the Ultra-Lite sports a 24” contoured Green Mountain barrel that guarantees accuracy. Taking blackpowder hunting to the edge of easy with a style of its own, the Ultra-Lite is one well-designed inline.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**IGNITION:**
209 Bare Primer, Full Plastic Jackets, Musket Cap, #11

**CALIBER:**
.45 cal., .50 cal.

**TWIST RATE:**
.45/1:20”, .50/1:28”

**LENGTH OF PULL:**
13.5”

**BARREL:**
24” 416 Stainless Steel, Contoured Free Floating Barrel

**OVERALL LENGTH:**
41.75”

**WEIGHT:**
6 lbs

**SIGHTS:**
Available Scoped or with Fiber Optic Sights

**TRIGGER:**
Fully Adjustable Match Grade Trigger

**STOCK:**
Straight, in Black w/Spiderweb, Olive Green w/Spiderweb, or Tan w/Spiderweb

---

**FULL PLASTIC JACKET™ TECHNOLOGY**

The Full Plastic Jacket™ option provides consistent hot ignitions in the most extreme environments. The FPJ™ system is completely weatherproof, providing 100% protection from rain, snow and humidity.

**TIMNEY TRIGGER**

All Knight Rifles boast the quality precision machining and superior workmanship of Timney Triggers.

**EASTON® CARBON CORE RAMROD**

Aluminum 7075 Full Metal Jacket Shaft with a carbon core made for easier and faster loading. The Easton ramrod is 60% more rigid than other ramrods and comes with an extendable jag for easier cleaning.

**GREEN MOUNTAIN® BARREL**

24” Contoured Free Floating Barrel, handcrafted with American quality.
- .50 cal. 1:26” Twist Rate
- .45 cal. 1:20” Twist Rate

---

Vented Breech Plug provides 40% longer life and less blowback

Extended Jag for easier cleaning

---

**SHOP ONLINE AT**
WWW.MUZZLELOADERS.COM

---

**200 Guaranteed Muzzle accuracy to 200 yards.**

---

**ONLY WEIGHS SIX POUNDS**

---

Scope not included
Now available in Knight's new line of Li•Fe Nitride finish muzzleloaders, the Knight tradition of being the world's finest, safest, and most accurate blackpowder rifles ever made continues with this pinnacle rifle, the Knight Mountaineer. With its ornate, individually-machined bolts, Carbon Core ramrod, and beautiful laminate stocks, the Mountaineer's attention to detail offers guaranteed accuracy and boasts a handcrafted, match grade 27" fluted Green Mountain barrel. Uniquely representing Knight's dedication to crafting only 100% American made rifles and performing as well as it looks, this rifle is the peak of beauty, balance, and accuracy.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**IGNITION:**
209 Bare Primer, Full Plastic Jackets, Musket Cap, #11

**CALIBER:**
.45 cal., .50 cal., .52 cal

**TWIST RATE:**
.45/1:20", .50/1:28", .52/1:26"

**LENGTH OF PULL:**
13.75"

**BARREL:**
27" 416 Stainless Steel Fluted Barrel with Li•Fe Nitride finish

**OVERALL LENGTH:**
45.5"

**WEIGHT:**
Thumbhole 8.1 lbs, Straight 8.5 lbs

**SIGHTS:**
Fully Adjustable Metal Fiber Optics

**TRIGGER:**
Fully Adjustable Match Grade Trigger

**STOCK:**
Thumbhole or Straight, in Nutmeg, Shadow Gray, Forest Green, or Rosewood

**FULL PLASTIC JACKET™ TECHNOLOGY**
The Full Plastic Jacket™ option provides consistent hot ignitions in the most extreme environments. The FPJ™ system is completely weatherproof, providing 100% protection from rain, snow and humidity.

**TIMNEY TRIGGER**
All Knight Rifles boast the quality precision machining and superior workmanship of Timney Triggers.

**EASTON® CARBON CORE RAMROD**
Aluminum 7075 Full Metal Jacket Shaft with a carbon core made for easier and faster loading. The Easton ramrod is 60% more rigid than other ramrods and comes with an extendable jag for easier cleaning.

**GREEN MOUNTAIN® BARREL**
27" Fluted Barrel handcrafted with Li•Fe Nitride finish, handcrafted with American quality.
• .45 cal. 1:20" Twist Rate
• .50 cal. 1:28" Twist Rate
• .52 cal. 1:26" Twist Rate

**SHOP ONLINE AT**
WWW.MUZZLELOADERS.COM

**NEW Li•Fe NITRIDE FINISH**
Knight Rifles' new line of Li•Fe Nitride finish muzzleloaders offers increased wear resistance, added corrosion resistance, and enhanced hardware strength. For an attractive black color that yields an impressive look, combine Li•Fe Nitride with any stock finish we offer.

• HIGH WEAR RESISTANCE
• HIGH CORROSION RESISTANCE
• POLISHABLE DEEP BLACK COLOR
• SUPERIOR HIGH ALLOY
• SUPERIOR LUBRICATION
The Knight tradition of being the world’s finest, safest, and most accurate blackpowder rifles ever made continues with this pinnacle rifle, the Knight Mountaineer. With its ornate, individually-machined bolts, Carbon Core ramrod, and beautiful laminate stocks, the Mountaineer’s attention to detail offers guaranteed accuracy and boasts a handcrafted, match grade 27” fluted Green Mountain barrel. Uniquely representing Knight’s dedication to crafting only 100% American made rifles and performing as well as it looks, this rifle is the peak of beauty, balance, and accuracy.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**IGNITION:**
- 209 Bare Primer, Full Plastic Jackets, Musket Cap, #11

**CALIBER:**
- .45 cal., .50 cal., .52 cal

**TWIST RATE:**
- .45/1:30”, .50/1:28”, .52/1:26”

**LENGTH OF PULL:**
- 13.75”

**BARREL:**
- 27” 416 Stainless Steel Fluted Barrel

**OVERALL LENGTH:**
- 45.5”

**WEIGHT:**
- Thumbhole 8.1 lbs, Straight 8.5 lbs

**SIGHTS:**
- Fully Adjustable Metal Fiber Optics

**TRIGGER:**
- Fully Adjustable Match Grade Trigger

**STOCK:**
- Thumbhole or Straight, in Shadow Gray, Forest Green, Nutmeg, or Rosewood

**FULL PLASTIC JACKET™ TECHNOLOGY**

The Full Plastic Jacket™ option provides consistent hot ignitions in the most extreme environments. The FPJ™ system is completely weatherproof, providing 100% protection from rain, snow and humidity.

**TIMNEY TRIGGER**

All Knight Rifles boast the quality precision machining and superior workmanship of Timney Triggers.

**EASTON® CARBON CORE RAMROD**

Aluminum 7075 Full Metal Jacket Shaft with a carbon core made for easier and faster loading. The Easton ramrod is 60% more rigid than other ramrods and comes with an extendable jag for easier cleaning.

**DYNAtek® COATING**

DynaTek coating provides superior corrosion protection while maintaining velocity, accuracy and grouping, also reducing the crud ring caused by powder, making cleaning easier.

**GREEN MOUNTAIN® BARREL**

27” Fluted 416 Stainless Steel, Cantilever Lug Design Barrel handcrafted with American quality.

- .45 cal. 1:30” Twist Rate
- .50 cal. 1:28” Twist Rate
- .52 cal. 1:26” Twist Rate

**SHOP ONLINE AT WWW.MUZZLELOADERS.COM**
The ultimate turkey hunting machine, the Knight TK2000 is an absolute cannon. Featuring an exclusive extra-full choke allowing an 85% shot density in a 30° circle at 40 yards, this blackpowder shotgun will redefine your turkey hunting experience. Designed for a long-range shot, this impressive 100% American made muzzleloader packs extreme power.

**FULL PLASTIC JACKET™ TECHNOLOGY**

The Full Plastic Jacket™ option provides consistent hot ignitions in the most extreme environments. The FPJ™ system is completely waterproof, providing 100% protection from rain, snow and humidity.

**EASTON® CARBON CORE RAMROD**

Aluminum 7075 Full Metal Jacket Shaft with a carbon core made for easier and faster loading. The Easton ramrod is 60% more rigid than other ramrods and comes with an extendible jag for easier cleaning.

**TIMNEY TRIGGER**

All Knight Rifles boast the quality precision machining and superior workmanship of Timney Triggers.

**TEST PATTERN RESULTS FOR THE TK2000®**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Yardage</th>
<th>Number of Shots in a 30° Diameter</th>
<th>Percentage of Shots in a 30° Diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 yds</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 yds</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 yds</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knight's patented Jug-Choke design allows the shot to expand into the chamber, controls the shot, and directs it into the choke tube, shaping the spread of the shot, improving range and accuracy, and concentrating your shot into a lethal load. Providing quick, easy-loading, the Jug-Choke design yields an incredible 85% shot density in a 30-inch circle at an impressive 40 yards.

**SHOP ONLINE AT WWW.MUZZLELOADERS.COM**
A lot of gun at an affordable price, the Knight Bighorn gives peace of mind with its double safety system, while the plunger-style action ensures a reliable fire. A staple of Knight craftsmanship, this rifle’s 26” Green Mountain barrel is of the finest handcrafted, match-grade quality. American made through and through, the Bighorn performs perfectly with the quality and accuracy you have come to expect from Knight Rifles.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**IGNITION:** Full Plastic Jackets, or Musket Cap and #11

**CALIBER:** .50 cal., .52 cal.

**TWIST RATE:** .56”/28”, .57”/28”

**LENGTH OF PULL:** 14.25”

**BARREL:** 26” 416 Stainless Steel Hand Crafted Barrel

**OVERALL LENGTH:** 44.5”

**WEIGHT:** Thumbhole 8.1 lbs, Straight 7.8 lbs

**SIGHTS:** Fully Adjustable Metal Fiber Optics

**TRIGGER:** Fully Adjustable Match Grade Trigger

**STOCK:** Thumbhole or Straight, in Realtree Max 1 or Realtree Xtra

**FULL PLASTIC JACKET™ TECHNOLOGY**
The Full Plastic Jacket™ option provides consistent hot ignitions in the most extreme environments. The FPJ™ system is completely weatherproof, providing 100% protection from rain, snow and humidity.

**DYNATEK® COATING**
DynaTek coating provides superior corrosion protection while maintaining velocity, accuracy and grouping, and reducing the crud ring caused by powder, making cleaning easier.

**EASTON® CARBON CORE RAMROD**
Aluminum 7075 Full Metal Jacket Shaft with a carbon core made for easier and faster loading. The Easton ramrod is 60% more rigid than other ramrods and comes with an extendable jag for easier cleaning.

**GREEN MOUNTAIN® BARREL**
26” 416 Stainless Barrel handcrafted with American quality.
• .50 cal. 128” Twist Rate • .52 cal. 128” Twist Rate

**TIMNEY TRIGGER**
All Knight Rifles boast the quality precision machining and superior workmanship of Timney Triggers.
Perfect for your sportsman in training, the Knight Littlehorn fits just right in the up-and-coming hunter’s hands. Little brother to the Bighorn, the Littlehorn muzzleloader offers shorter stock options and a barrel that fits a compact reach. Using a simple cocking system to provide easy, accurate performance, this rifle is a solid choice for any youth. Make your next generation hunter a future target master with the 100% American made Knight Littlehorn.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**IGNITION:**
Full Plastic Jacket Breach Plug or Musket Cap and Western #11

**CALIBER:**
.50 cal.

**TWIST RATE:**
.50/1:28" 

**LENGTH OF PULL:**
12.25" 

**BARREL:**
22" 416 Stainless Steel Hand Crafted Barrel

**OVERALL LENGTH:**
39" 

**WEIGHT:**
Straight 6.7 lbs

**SIGHTS:**
Fully Adjustable Metal Fiber Optics

**TRIGGER:**
Fully Adjustable Match Grade Trigger

**STOCK:**
Youth, in PSE Skull Werx or AP Pink

**FULL PLASTIC JACKET™ TECHNOLOGY**
The Full Plastic Jacket™ option provides consistent hot ignitions in the most extreme environments. The FPJ™ system is completely weatherproof, providing 100% protection from rain, snow and humidity.

**DYNATEK® COATING**
DynaTek coating provides superior corrosion protection while maintaining velocity, accuracy and grouping, also reducing the crud ring caused by powder, making cleaning easier.

**GREEN MOUNTAIN® BARREL**
22" 416 Stainless Steel Barrel handcrafted with American quality. 

**TIMNEY TRIGGER**
All Knight Rifles boast the quality precision machining and superior workmanship of Timney Triggers.

Full Plastic Jacket Breach Plug Or Western #11 and Musket Cap

SHOP ONLINE AT
WWW.MUZZLELOADERS.COM
This muzzleloader’s handcrafted alloy Green Mountain barrel sees to it that the Knight Vision has you hitting your bullseye. The fact that this American made .50 caliber break action rifle has no casted components, and that the Vision employs an unbelievably smooth fully-machined trigger, makes your shot powerful, fast, and accurate. Up to an impressive 200 yards, shots are guaranteed with the Knight Vision.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**IGNITION:**
Full Plastic Jackets, Musket Cap, #11

**CALIBER:**
.50 cal.

**TWIST RATE:**
.50/1.25"rots

**LENGTH OF PULL:**
14.25"

**BARREL:**
24" 4140 Alloy Handcrafted Barrel

**OVERALL LENGTH:**
44"

**WEIGHT:**
Straight 7.9 lbs

**SIGHTS:**
Fully Adjustable Metal Fiber Optics

**TRIGGER:**
Non-Adjustable 3.5 – 4 lbs. Pull

**STOCK:**
Straight, in Realtree Max 1 or Realtree Xtra

**FULL PLASTIC JACKET™ TECHNOLOGY**
The Full Plastic Jacket™ option provides consistent hot ignitions in the most extreme environments. The FFJ™ system is completely weatherproof, providing 100% protection from rain, snow and humidity.

**EASTON® CARBON CORE RAMROD**
Aluminum 7075 Full Metal Jacket Shaft with a carbon core made for easier and faster loading. The Easton ramrod is 60% more rigid than other ramrods and comes with an extendable jag for easier cleaning.

**GREEN MOUNTAIN® BARREL**
24" 4140 Alloy Barrel handcrafted with American quality.
• .50 cal. 1.28" Twist Rate

SHOP ONLINE AT WWW.MUZZLELOADERS.COM
SHOOTING ACCESSORIES

BREECH PLUGS
SKU: M9000026
> Breech Plug Grease, anti-seize agent, 3/4 oz. tube
SKU: M9000019
> Original DISC™, hex head
SKU: M900021
> W209, TC, MK, LC, BC, BCT, LH, USAK©, hex head, Full Plastic Jacket™
SKU: M900023
> 50 cal. LC, MK, BCT, LH, TC, USAK©, hex head, #11 or Musket Cap
SKU: M900024
> 209PR, DISC™, Vision, LH, USAK©, hex head, Full Plastic Jacket™
SKU: M900032
> 50 cal. Bighorn, #11 or Musket Cap
SKU: M900034
> 52 cal. Bighorn, Full Plastic Jacket™
SKU: M900611
> 52 cal. Western DISC™, #11 or Musket Cap
SKU: M900018
> .45, .50, 52 cal. Mountaineer, Full Plastic Jacket™
SKU: M900020
> .45, .50, 52 cal. Mountaineer bare primer
SKU: M900046
> KPI®, Vision® 209 Bare Primer

PREMIER WESTERN CONVERSION KIT
SKU: M9000626
> Fits Mountainer and Ultra Lite®
> Converts to shoot #11 and Musket Cap
> Legal in WA, OR, and ID
> .45, .50, and .52 caliber
> Includes jeweled bolt
SKU: M9000624
> EXTREME 209 PRIMER CONVERSION KIT
> Converts Knight® Rifles to shoot 209 primers
> Includes breech plug, combotool, hammer assembly, Full Plastic Jacket™, and capper/decompiler
SKU: M9000643
> DISC™ EXTREME CONVERSION KIT
> Fits original DISC™
> Includes breechplug, bolt assembly, 20 Full Plastic Jackets™, and bolt set screw
SKU: M9000063
> 50 caliber: LC, Wolverine, USAK©, BT, TR200®, BK, MK®
> (or pre-1999, 52 cal models)
SKU: M9000642
> POST-1995 .54 caliber LC®
SKU: M9000607
> 209 BARE PRIMER CONVERSION KIT
> Fits DISC™ Extreme and LH®
> Converts to shoot 209 Bare Primer
> .45, .50, and .52 caliber
SKU: M9000068
> MOUNTAINEER 209 BARE PRIMER CONVERSION KIT
> Fits Mountainer bare primer
SKU: M9000062

UTHA-LITE 209 BARE PRIMER CONVERSION KIT
SKU: M9000606
> Fits Ultra-Lite
> Converts to shoot 209 Bare Primer
> .50 caliber
SKU: M900732

SHOTGUN ACCESSORIES

SHOT WADS W/ OVERSHOT WADS
SKU: M900115
> 20 pack
> Each pack has twenty 3.5" shot wads with cork overshoot wads
SKU: M900145

RED HOT MAGNUM LEAD SHOT
SKU: M900614
> .4 shot
SKU: M900165
> .5 shot
SKU: M900616
> .6 shot

NYLON SHOTGUN BRUSH
SKU: M900112
> 10-12 threads

CHOKES TUBES
SKU: M900088
> Modified MS .760
SKU: M900089
> Extra Full .722
SKU: M900091
> Improved .775

SCOPE RINGS & BASES

FIBER OPTIC SIGHTS
SKU: M900175
> Front
> Blued
> Standard one-piece metal
> Green bead
> Fits all Knight® Rifles
SKU: M900179
> Rear
> Blued
> Williams’ gun sight
> High visibility green beads and blades
> Fits all Knight® Rifles

WEAVER SCOPE BASE
SKU: M900732
> Blued
> Fits Vision®, KB™, and Shadow®

TALLEY SCOPE BASE AND RINGS
SKU: HL49901
> Standard 1" Medium Rings
SKU: HL49909
> Standard 10mm High Rings
SKU: HL50028
> Standard Remington 541 Mounts
SKU: HL49856
> Weaver Quick Release 1" Medium Rings
SKU: HL49865
> Weaver Quick Release Remington 541 Mounts
SKU: HL555860
> Blued
SKU: ML555860
> Blued
SKU: ML56503
> Blued
SKU: ML56503
> Blued
SKU: ML56503
> Blued
CLEANING ACCESSORIES

COMBO TOOL
SKU: M900131 - 9.75” long
> Fits: UK, MI, USAR, BK
> Slotted head
> Ideal for scoped rifles
> Easy removal of the nipple and breech plug for cleaning
SKU: M900134 - 9.5” long
> Fits: Mountaineer, DISC™, W209, BH, TBLT, Vision, Shadow, KPT
> Hex head
> Ideal for scoped rifles
> Easy removal of the nipple and breech plug for cleaning
SKU: M900072
> Hex head
> Stainless Steel
> Easy removal of the nipple and breech plug for cleaning
SKU: M900075
> Hex head
> For Musket Cap and #11
> Easy removal of the nipple and breech plug for cleaning
SKU: M900077
> Hex head
> Brass Cleaning Jag with Extension

BRASS BORE BRUSH
> Breaks up black powder residue from the bore
> Fits ram rod
> 10-32 threads
SKU: M900073 - .45 cal
SKU: M900090 - .50 cal
SKU: M900087 - .52 cal

COTTON BORE SWABS
> 10-32 threads
> 3 pack
SKU: M900089

BORE BRUSH KIT
> Includes: Cotton bore swab
> 1 fiber brush, and 1 brass brush
> 10-32 threads
> .50 caliber
SKU: M900104

CLEANING BRUSH KIT
> Includes: 5 fiber brushes and 1 brass brush for cleaning threads of the breech plug, hammer, and bore.
> 10-32 threads
SKU: M900074 - .45 cal
SKU: M900095 - .50 cal

BRASS CLEANING JAG WITH EXTENSION
> Connect to your ramrod to aid in barrel cleaning
> 10-32 threads
SKU: M900039 - .45 cal
SKU: M900040 - .50 cal
SKU: M900032 - .52 cal

CLEANING PATCHES
> Perfect for pre-shooting preparation, regular cleaning, and maintenance
> Dry cleaning patches
SKU: M900099 - 100 pack
SKU: M900101 - 300 pack

KNIGHT EZ CLEAN
> Quick and simple way to clean any muzzleloader
> Good for swabbing between shots
SKU: M900109 - 8oz, Spray Bottle
SKU: M900155 - EZ Clean Saturated Patches 100 qty.

GUN OIL
> Odorless, non-flammable environmentally safe
> Advanced protection against rust and corrosion, repels dirt, and seals out moisture.
> Lubricates in extreme temperatures
SKU: M900782 - .5 oz pen
SKU: M900783 - 2 oz
SKU: M900784 - 4 oz

BLACK POWDER SOAP
> 8 oz
SKU: M900115

PATCH PULLER
> Removes lodged patches without disassembly
> 10-32 threads
SKU: M900098

CLEANING PACKS
> Includes 1 fiber bore brush, 1 brass bore brush, 50 cleaning patches, 1 tube of breech plug grease, 1 bottle of Knight Oil with rust inhibitor, and 1 bottle of solvent concentrate.
> 10-32 threads
SKU: M900083 - .45 cal
SKU: M900081 - .50 cal

GUN CREAM
> Odorless, non-flammable environmentally safe
> Conditions metals, plastics, fabrics, and leather
> Protects and lubricates
SKU: M900785 - 1 oz

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

BARREL BAND
> Allows attachment of sling to barrel
> Easy adjustment up and down the barrel
SKU: M90009 - Fits: .45, .50, and .52 caliber barrels
SKU: M900008 - Fits: TK2000 barrels

RAM ROD LOCK
> Secures ramrod to rifle during transport.
SKU: M900075

TARGET SHEETS
> 25 Pack
> 11”W x 16.5”H
> 11 information fields
SKU: M900795P

TURKEY TARGETS
> Perfect target practice, just in time for turkey season!
> Pack of six targets.
SKU: M9045903

VISI SHOT BULLS EYE TARGETS
> Makes trips down the range a thing of the past
> Orange circles appear from shots on black 8.5” x 11”
SKU: M9045802

ACCESSORY STARTER KIT
> Includes: bullets, sabots, speed shells, Full Plastic Jackets™, oil, solvent, cleaning patches, breech plug grease, ball bullet starter, cleaning brushes, fiber brushes, and brass brush.
SKU: M901501 - .50 cal
SKU: M901502 - .52 cal
BULLETS & SABOTS

> Bloodline steps beyond tradition. Utilizing forefront ballistic technology, Bloodline is the next generation in expansion bullets. Made exclusively by Knight, Bloodline bullets have a controlled release of 6 petals leading to increases in organ damage and visual blood trails. The controlled release means consistency and no excess stripping.
> All Bloodline come in packs of 20.

**SKUs:**
- M900485: .45 caliber 185 grain Saboted
- M900486: .45 caliber 200 grain Saboted
- M900541: .50 caliber 220 grain Saboted
- M900542: .50 caliber 230 grain ELOAD™ Saboted
- M900543: .50 caliber 275 grain ELOAD™ Saboted
- M900544: .50 caliber 300 grain Saboted
- M900546: .50 caliber 350 grain Saboted
- M900550: .52 caliber 220 grain Saboted
- M900553: .52 caliber 275 grain Saboted
- M900556: .52 caliber 300 grain Saboted
- M900556: .52 caliber 350 grain Saboted
- M900554: .54 caliber 325 grain Saboted

**BOAT TAIL BULLETS BY BARNES**

- **SPITZER BOAT TAIL**
  - SKU: M900592: .50 caliber 245 grain Spitzer
  - SKU: M900593: .50 caliber 265 grain Spitzer
  - SKU: M900594: .50 caliber 290 grain Polymer Tip
  - SKU: M900595: .50 caliber 290 grain Polymer Tip
  - All Boat Tail Bullets are EZLOAD™ saboted and come in packs of 20.

- **POLYMER TIP BOAT TAIL**
  - SKU: M900596: .50 caliber 245 grain Spitzer
  - SKU: M900597: .50 caliber 265 grain Spitzer
  - SKU: M900598: .50 caliber 290 grain Polymer Tip
  - SKU: M900599: .50 caliber 300 grain Polymer Tip

**HYDRA CON™ BULLETS**
- .30 cal, 440 grain, 12 pack
- Legal in Western States
- Unperforated expansion

**SKUs:**
- M900561: Jacketed Bullets by Hornady®
  - SKU: M900185: .50 caliber 240 grain Green Sabot
  - SKU: M900186: .50 caliber 300 grain Black Sabot
  - SKU: M900183: .50 caliber 260 grain Black Sabot

- **LEAD BULLETS BY HORNADY**
  - SKU: M900203: .50 caliber 260 grain Black Sabot
  - SKU: M900204: .50 caliber 310 grain Black Sabot

- **FTX BULLETS BY HORNADY**
  - SKU: M9000540: .52 caliber 325 grain Gray Sabot
  - SKU: M9000547: .50 caliber 325 grain Red Sabot

**RED HOT BULLETS BY BARNES**

- **45 CALIBER**
  - SKU: M900078: .45 caliber 175 grain Saboted
  - SKU: M900080: .45 caliber 195 grain Saboted
  - SKU: M900090: .50 caliber 210 grain Saboted
  - SKU: M900091: .50 caliber 300 grain Saboted
  - SKU: M900093: .50 caliber 350 grain Saboted
  - SKU: M900098: .52 caliber 275 grain Saboted
  - SKU: M900084: .52 caliber 350 grain Saboted
  - SKU: M900086: .52 caliber 375 grain Saboted

- **50 CALIBER**
  - SKU: M900116: .40 caliber .400 Bullet Dia., High Pressure
  - SKU: M900119: .40 caliber .400 Bullet Dia., High Pressure
  - SKU: M900126: .50 caliber .452 Bullet Dia., High Pressure
  - SKU: M900127: .50 caliber .452 Bullet Dia., High Pressure
  - SKU: M900128: .50 caliber .452 Bullet Dia., High Pressure
  - SKU: M900136: .50 caliber .452 Bullet Dia., EZLOAD™ BT
  - SKU: M900137: .50 caliber .452 Bullet Dia., EZLOAD™ BT
  - SKU: M900138: .52 caliber .475 Bullet Dia., High Pressure BT

**KING APPAREL**

- **KING ULTRA-LITE T-SHIRT**
  - "Light as a Feather, Deadly as Hell" > Sizes L - 3XL

- **KNIGHT NMLRA TROPHY T-SHIRT**
  - "Winner of NMUSA Accuracy Competition 6 Years In a Row" > Sizes L - 3XL

- **KNIGHT LOGO T-SHIRT**
  - > Sizes L - 3XL

- **KNIGHT BLACK & GREY SWEATSHIRT**
  - > Sizes L - 3XL

- **KNIGHT BLACK SWEATSHIRT**
  - > Sizes L - 3XL

- **KNIGHT RIFLES CAPS**
  - SKUs: MHALILM Mesh Back Black/White Baseball Cap with Knight logo.
  - SKUs: MHALTHO Blaze Orange Baseball Cap with Knight logo.
  - SKUs: MHALTHG Mesh Back Black/Grey Baseball Cap with Knight logo.

- **KNIGHT RIFLES BEANIES**
  - SKUs: MBCL17, MBCL18, MBCL19 Knight Headdress Knit Beanie - Grey with Knight logo.
  - SKUs: MBCL17, MBCL18, MBCL19 Knight Black Fleece Beanie with Knight logo.